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Materials for Quantum Technologies 

 

Introduction. The South-west quantum technologies (SWQT) group is a GW4 Alliance network 

of research groups with an interest in all aspects of quantum technologies and quantum 

information science. The network came together for the 3rd SWQT Meeting in Cardiff on 19th-

20th January 2017 to present the cutting-edge of South-West research in materials science for 

quantum technologies, and to discuss and outline the materials science opportunities and 

challenges for quantum technology applications. 

Why quantum materials for quantum technologies? The past few years has seen a step-

change in the UK in the advancement of the field of quantum science. The UK National 

Quantum Technologies Programme, started in 2015, aims to bring quantum science out of 

the lab and into key applications, such as in sensors, in clocks, and down an optical fibre. 

Turning lab-based experiments into smaller, reliable, and often portable devices has always 

been a materials challenge. For instance, the development of present day transistors on 

integrated circuits required almost atomic precision of doping for billions of transistors on 

one semiconductor wafer.  The unique demands of quantum technology, such as isolation 

from unwanted environmental noise from defects in a material, is becoming increasingly 

important, as solid-state materials give the capability to shrink benchtop experiments. 

Why now? Alongside the key applications identified by the National Programme, is the 

broadening of the Quantum Technologies innovation space. Rapid developments in 

integrated optical circuits, in single photon detectors and in efficient quantum light sources, 

will lead to new applications in areas such as quantum enhanced sensing for bio-imaging, and 

in single molecule photochemistry. Meanwhile, an expanding expertise in quantum systems 

means that a quantum mechanical approach to systems such as photosynthesis and 

molecular assemblies will lead to a merging of quantum physics, nanoscience and bio-

chemistry. Quantum materials are at the centre of this new approach. We will review these 

key challenges presented at the 3rd SWQT Workshop. 

 



 

Quantum Materials Challenges 

What is a quantum material? The term “quantum material” is presently ill-defined. Some 

would say that all material properties arise from quantum mechanics. Perhaps the best 

definition might be a material that allows exploitation of “Quantum 2.0” properties, i.e. the 

properties of coherence, particle superposition and entanglement. Below we highlight some 

of the materials challenges being tackled by the GW4 network. 

Diamond for enhanced magnetic field sensing. Diamond has 

some unique material properties that make it suitable for the 

best magnetic field sensors in the world. Diamond is the world’s 

stiffest material and therefore has the potential to make the 

highest frequency nanomechanical cantilevers. Combining this 

with doped diamond’s superconducting property allowed Oliver 

Williams (Cardiff University) to fabricate a micro-SQUID 

magnetometer attached to a cantilever. This device is 

exquisitely sensitive even in high magnetic fields where other magnetometers cannot 

operate.  One of the materials challenges overcome by the group was to develop a new milling 

process for nanodiamond. The steel used in conventional milling contaminates the 

nanodiamond with magnetic iron, rendering it useless for sensitive magnetometry. 

Cuprous Oxide as the perfect solid-state atom. The “gold standard” 

of quantum optics is an atom trapped inside an optical cavity. With 

atomic transitions, we have proven many theoretical predictions in 

quantum physics and produced the most accurate clocks. However, 

an atomic quantum optics system is lab-based, and there is a 

pressing need for low-cost accurate atomic-like clocks to back up satellite based global 

positioning systems. Cuprous oxide has recently been discovered to replicate “Rydberg” states in 

atoms, with Stephen Lynch (Cardiff University) demonstrating that at least 14 excited states are 

readily observable. This solid state material may be one answer to replacing many of the lab-based 

atomic systems.  A challenge however for cuprous oxide is that its quantum optical properties are 

almost completely unexplored, and presently is only available as a gemstone – future materials 

development may point the way to making artificial material. 

Two-dimensional metal dichalcogenides for single photon 

sources. Inspired by graphene, 2D materials are the next logical 

step. A single layer of two atomic species squeezes the electrons 

and holes so that their interactions are much stronger than in 

other semiconductors. By producing a localised strain, one may  

trap the carriers in 3D, and produce single photons in a regular 

array. Controlled arrays of single photon emitters have proven 

difficult to fabricate in other materials systems, but are necessary 

for large-scale quantum processors. Of the many materials challenges faced by this field, Wolfgang 

Langbein (Cardiff University) has shown that one may use coherent spectroscopy to study 

decoherence of the emitters in this new material. Coherence is one of the key “Quantum 2.0” 

properties that we need to better understand if we are able to exploit these materials for quantum 

emitters. 



 

Photosynthetic Systems.  The complex biological system of a chloroplast, a stack of membranes 

containing chromophores that perform complex photochemistry to extract energy from sunlight, 

hardly comes to mind as a “quantum material” at first. A “Quantum 2.0” material would exploit 

delicate coherence, particle superposition or entanglement effects. A warm, wet environment with 

many interconnected disordered elements does not look promising as a means to store and 

manipulate coherence effects. However pioneering experiments in the Fleming lab at UC Berkeley 10 

years ago were the first to demonstrate that coherences between excitonic states in photosynthetic 

light harvesting complexes persist for up to several 100’s of femtoseconds, far longer than previously 

expected. In addition, it has been shown that superposition states – that is, correlations between the 

amplitudes of the quantum wavefunction, are important. Excitons, usually localised electronic 

excitations, appear to be in a superposition state across many chlorophyll molecules. 

 

Why is coherent superposition of excitonic states important to photosynthesis? According to Tom 

Oliver (University of Bristol), coherent energy transfer between multiple excitonic states means there 

is no single route to reaction centres, and thereby can avoid trapping at “bleached sites” and may 

acting in a similar fashion to a quantum search algorithm, permitting the fastest energy transfer route 

to chromophores 10’s nm away. At reaction centres the energy is transduced into holes and electrons, 

the latter is used in subsequent ATP synthesis. The electron transport chain is a far slower and less 

efficient process. The initial light harvesting and transfer to reaction centres can be up to ~90% 

efficient, and it is thought that the electronic coherences play a key role in attaining this high yield. 

What also appears to help, according to calculations by Noah Linden (University of Bristol) is that 

noise, i.e. random thermal fluctuations of each nuclear site, may also help the transport, overcoming 

the disorder between the systems. 

Supramolecular assemblies. Quantum material systems are 

usually hard, inorganic, crystalline structures with long-range 

order that we have learned to fabricate to unprecedented 

accuracy. However, new insights into the ordered 

supramolecular assembly of j-aggregates and other molecules 

may give rise to a new class of quantum-inspired photonic 

material. J-aggregates are molecular assemblies with very 



 

strong light-matter interaction properties. 

Recently, Dan Pantos (University of Bath), has 

shown to different ways to assemble these j-

aggregates into “superstructures”, where 

each molecule is aligned and therefore 

interacts with the light “in sync”. Sara Núñez-

Sánchez (University of Bristol) and William 

Barnes (University of Exeter) have shown that polymers doped with j-aggregates show metallic-like 

reflective properties for specific wavelengths due to similar superassembly. Such molecules, due to 

their strongly delocalised exciton, may be able to mimic clouds of atoms, presently used in quantum 

optics, for example in the storage of light. Effects such as “electromagnetic transparency”, where the 

atoms oscillate in sync with the light field and slow the light speed by orders of magnitude, might be 

possible in these materials. 

  

Experimental and Theoretical Techniques for Quantum Materials 

The development of new materials is only possible with advanced experimental and 

theoretical techniques, many of which address uniquely quantum properties. We review here 

just some of those techniques available in the GW4 network. 

Coherent Spectroscopy. The essence of all “Quantum 2.0” 

technologies is the ability to harness all the properties of the wave 

nature of quantum particles. This means the ability to maintain 

the wave coherences of each particle, whilst interfering particle 

wavefunctions with each other to generate quantum 

entanglement. All of these processes rely on reducing interactions 

with the environment, which can cause “decoherence”, loss of 

the phase information of the wavefunction.  Coherent 

spectroscopies are techniques that uses ultrafast lasers to probe 

the coherence properties of a material. Two-dimensional 

coherent spectroscopy allows researchers such as Tom Oliver 

(University of Bristol) to probe how optical and vibrational resonances in molecules can 

transfer energy between each other (such as in photosynthetic pigments), while an all-optical 

coherent interference technique was employed by Wolfgang Langbein (Cardiff University) to 

measure the decay of coherence in quantum dots (a type of solid state single photon source) 

and more recently in 2D metal dichalcogenides, where four different decoherence timescales, 

from 0.5 ps to  100 ns were identified. 

Understanding environmental noise. Alongside 

experimental techniques providing data on coherence in 

the presence of noise are theoretical models which go 

deeper in understanding how interaction with the 

environment affects increasingly larger quantum 

mechanical systems. It is thought that environmental 

interactions (“noise”), and the effects of non-identical 



 

disordered qubits will become increasingly deleterious as quantum systems become larger. It 

is still an open question of how to reconcile small quantum mechanical systems with large-

scale thermodynamics, a theme highlighted by Janet Anders (University of Exeter), who leads 

a European COST Action on this theme. However, Noah Linden (University of Bristol) has 

shown that in theoretical studies of purple bacteria’s light-harvesting complexes (LHCs), 

coherent transport around the LHC ring is actually enhanced if noise is added to the system, 

mimicking real, rather than ideal, systems. 

Integration of different materials systems. Any realistic quantum technology requires a 

materials system that is 

compatible with the intended 

application. This requires 

integration, often onto a single 

chip, of different types of 

materials with different 

properties, and often involves 

application specific considerations. For instance, single photon sources and detectors, often 

proposed for high-end quantum computing applications require cryogenic temperatures. 

These, however would be useless for bio-compatible applications, while single photon 

nanowire detectors developed by Diana Huffaker (Cardiff University), for example, would 

allow room temperature single photon detection. A complete chip may contain quantum 

sources, detectors, and a processing element, all of which may consist of different materials. 

An example of a similar classical integrated chip is given by Peter Smowton (Cardiff 

University) who has integrated classical semiconductor ridge lasers with microfluidic channels 

to enable optical sensing of small volumes of chemical or biological material in an efficient 

and cost-effective way. Such a device might lead to the first experiments using quantum light 

sources with single molecules. 

  



 

New Applications of Quantum Materials 

Many of the quantum technologies being developed are well-established ideas that have 

been in the theoretical domain for decades (for example quantum computing and quantum 

key distribution). However, the quantum technology innovation space is broadening, and 

quantum expertise will bring areas such as nanoscience and biochemistry into the quantum 

domain. We review just a few possibilities here. 

Quantum-enhanced Biosensing Chip. The development of new 

sources of “quantum light” (eg single photon sources, entangled 

photon pairs, correlated photons etc) will lead to quantum-enhanced 

sensing using very low light levels. Jonathan Matthews (University of 

Bristol) has been central in developing 

techniques to use quantum correlated 

photon pairs to improve sensitivity of 

refractive index measurements. Such 

measurements would allow delicate probing 

of photosensitive chemicals and biophotonic processes. However, 

practical implementation of this technique to probe liquids would 

require integration of a photon pair source with a microfluidic chip. Other important steps 

might be to develop a better understanding of how light behaves in translucent biological 

tissue. Jacopo Bertolotti’s and Janet Anders’ groups (University of Exeter) showed that more 

information might be gained by using quantum correlations when light is scattered through 

translucent media, such as in biological tissue. Combining all these techniques may lead to a 

quantum-enhanced biosensing chip.  

Photosynthesis-inspired photovoltaics. The in-roads made 

recently into understanding photosynthesis on many length-

scales may lead to breakthroughs in improvements in organic 

photovoltaics. Organic photovoltaics suffer from a difficulty in 

promoting electron transport across the entirety of the solar 

cell, reducing efficiency. However, in photosynthetic antenna 

complexes, transport occurs just over a few 10’s nm before 

the energy is converted chemically at the reaction centre. By studying photosynthetic 

processes in more detail, can we mimic antenna complexes for better organic photovoltaic 

design? Biomimetics may also be possible when exploring photonic structure over several 

microns: Martin Lopez-Garcia (University of Bristol) showed that Begonia chloroplasts have 

evolved to create a photonic structure out of the photosynthetic membranes themselves, 

with the membrane acting both as the absorber and the photonic structure. More efficient 

designs of photovoltaic cells could mimic such evolved structures in plants. 



 

New Quantum-inspired photonic materials. The ability to arrange 

light-active molecules such as j-aggregates into supramolecular, 

ordered assemblies will give the opportunity to develop new types 

of optical materials with quantum-inspired capabilities. The very 

strong light-matter interaction arising from j-aggregates combined 

with their ordered structure will allow them to be used in the same 

way as an ensemble of atoms. Techniques such as 

electromagnetically-induced transparency might be used with 

supramolecular assemblies: here, the aligned molecules interact so 

strongly, and in tandem, that light is slowed down in the material. The potential is that these 

materials will both control the flow of light, as in passive photonic structures, and provide the 

dipole-like matter interaction, as in atomic optics, but potentially at room temperature. This 

will give rise to a new class of photonic materials inspired by quantum optics. 

 

 

Glossary 

Wave-particle duality: the property of quantum particles that have both a wave-like and a 

particle-like component. For example light shows wave-like interference effects but can be 

detected as a photon, while the wave-like behaviour of an electron allows its use in imaging 

of nanoscale structures. 

Quantum Superposition: a property of quantum particles arising from their wave-like nature, 

that allows a particle to be in two states at the same time, until detected. 

Quantum Entanglement: a physical phenomenon that occurs when pairs or groups of particles 

are generated or interact in ways such that the quantum state of each particle cannot be 

described independently of the others, even when the particles are separated by a large 

distance—instead, a quantum state must be described for the system as a whole. 

Quantum 2.0: the term often used for technologies based on superposition and entanglement 

properties of quantum particles. Wave-particle duality forms the basis of our understanding 

of much of 20th Century materials physics and is now often known as “Quantum 1.0”. 
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